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Abstract
Both parametric design tasks and analysis tasks of technical systems have a similar problem setting:
The structure of the system to be configured or analyzed is defined already. Within the parametric
design task unknown values for component geometries have to be determined, while within the
analysis task the system has to be completed with respect to missing physical quantities.
The tasks mentioned form hybrid constraint satisfaction problems, which may be solved by a
generic procedure. However, if the no-function-in-structure principle holds, i. e., if the behavior of
the entire system can be derived from the behavior of its parts, engineering semantics of model
synthesis and simulation apply. As a result, not only domain knowledge can be exploited to solve
the constraint satisfaction problem efficiently, but also instances of both types of problems can be
tackled by the same problem solving approach: a sequence of intertwined model synthesis and
simulation steps.
The paper in hand introduces this problem solving approach as a cycle comprising five generic
steps and presents case studies of real life problems from the field of hydraulics, which illustrate its
successful application.
Key words: Hybrid constraints, constraint processing, model synthesis, simulation, configuration,
design

1 Introduction
Automated model synthesis and model processing are two key issues in supporting parametric design tasks as well as analysis tasks of technical systems, such as required for
fault diagnosis or simulation for example. In many cases the structure of the target system
is predefined and fixed. The task is to determine unknown values of technical parameters
relating to the components’ geometries (in case of parametric design) or to deduce a coherent system model by establishing unknown physical state quantities (in case of system
analysis).
In both cases, we are confronted with a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [16] that is
defined by (1) a structural description of the system S to be configured or analyzed, (2) a
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model fragment universe m1 , ..., mn of behavior models of the system’s components, and
(3) a vector of user requirements in the form of parameter-value pairs.
In the following, the resulting CSP is described in greater detail.
The structural description defines the components of S along with their possible interactions. Such a description can be viewed as a port-and-connector model, where adjacent
ports stand for shared properties of the connected components [13]. For instance, a hydraulic cylinder c which is connected to a valve v interacts with this valve solely by means
of the hydraulic fluid. Hence, in the related port-and-connector model there are two connections between c and v, representing the fluid’s pressure P and flow Q respectively. Figure
1 depicts the example.
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Figure 1: A cylinder connected to a valve and the related port-and-connector model.

A model fragment describes the behavior of a component in a particular operational mode
or situation. 1 A pressure relief valve, for example, can either be in mode “open”, “closed”,
or “controlling”. If a component o has k operational modes, the set Mo := {mo1 , ..., mok }
fully specifies the behavior of o. From a physical point of view, each individual model fragment represents a necessary and complete behavior description for a certain situation, since
a component can only be in one operational mode at some point of time. The following
example shows a model fragment that describes a simple valve for the operational mode
“open”; the first and second subscript in the notation indicates the component and the port
respectively.
QvA = QvB ∧ PvC − PvD = signum(QvA ) · rv · Q2vA
The port-and-connector model of the system S defines in which way a behavior model MS
for S is synthesized: If within the port-and-connector model two components o1 and o2 are
connected, constraints are introduced for the shared properties. In the case of hydraulics,
balance equations for the flow Q and unifying equations for the pressure P or the force F
realize this job. Respecting the above example, where a cylinder c is connected to a valve
v, the following connection constraints are introduced:
QcC = −QvB ∧ PcD = PvB
Observe that the structural description along with the set of model fragments define a space
of possible models for system S: For each component o in the structural description, one
1

The concept of model fragments has been introduced by Nayak [11]: “A model fragment is a set of independent equations that partially describe some physical phenomena.” However, a significant difference to Nayak’s
work is the following. While Nayak employs model fragments to describe a component from different views
(e. g. electrical or thermodynamical) or at different levels of detail, our concept of model fragments is used to
distinguish between the different operational modes of a component (at a particular view and a fixed level of
detail).
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model fragment from the set Mo must be chosen. Exactly this choice point situation renders
the synthesis of MS a combinatorial problem, because
(1) there is rare knowledge that locally constrains the selection of model fragments, and
(2) whether or not a set of synthesized model fragments form a physically correct behavior model for S can only be verified by a simulation of the entire model MS .
Solving the CSP means to synthesize a system model MS that completely and coherently
specifies the set of system parameters and quantities. In this regard the vector of user requirements prescribes value ranges or concrete values for particular variables.
Figure 2 illustrates the generic model synthesis and model processing approach on the basis
of a hybrid constraint processing method for the underlying hybrid CSP.
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Figure 2: From the target system we are given its structure, a model fragment universe comprising

behavior models, and a set of desired requirements. The resulting CSP is solved by an intertwined
loop of selecting, synthesizing, and simulating model fragments.

Constraint processing, however, happens within two steps, model fragment selection and
behavior processing, which is in effect a simulation.
(1) Model Fragment Selection. The first step selects and synthesizes a subset of model
fragments mi1 , ..., mik . The model fragments are represented in terms of two kinds
of constraints: (a) behavioral constraints, which describe physical relations to hold
in that operational mode and which constitute systems of non-linear equations and
inequations, (b) qualifying constraints, which describe the conditions under which a
model fragment, i. e. a set of behavioral constraints, is valid.
(2) Behavior Processing. The second step evaluates the model’s coherence and is achieved
by a simulation of the selected behavior constraints. Behavior processing is carried
out by local (interval) propagation as well as by procedures for solving systems of
equations.
If the simulation reveals either a contradiction within the synthesized model or unfulfilled
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user requirements, the cycle of intertwined model synthesis and simulation is reiterated by
modifying the model fragment set with respect to a certain choice point.
Taking that model synthesis and processing tasks form a CSP on mixed numeric and symbolic constraints, they may be solved by a generic constraint processing procedure. Typically, such a generic procedure will be less efficient than the outlined approach.
The outlined approach exploits the engineering view of model formulation and simulation,
which provides heuristics and strategic knowledge of how model fragments are selected and
processed. To make model synthesis a working concept, the subsumption of constraints to
model fragments requires a context-free behavior description of the system components.
This characteristic is also called “no-function-in-structure-principle”, which says that the
behavior of the entire system can be derived from—and solely depends on—the behavior
of its individual components [3].
To illustrate the power of the hybrid constraint processing method, we present two popular
applications in the field of hydraulics: (a tool for) parametric design of hydraulic drives
(see Section 2) and an analysis and simulation tool for hydraulic systems (see Section 3).
Though these are two very different applications, it will be clear that both problems can be
solved by the same hybrid problem solving approach.

2 Case Study 1: Parametric Design of Hydraulic Drives
Hydraulic drives have a wide variety of applications and are usually tailored to specific
customer’s demands. Such drives typically have a fixed structure and consist of only a few
components (Fig. 3). However, designing hydraulic drives is difficult for two reasons:
(a) Because of the strong physical interactions and interdependencies of the drive’s components, the consequences of choosing a particular component variant cannot fully be estimated until the design is completed. For example, the natural frequency of the drive results
from the interaction of all hydraulic parts of the system. To proceed with a partial design, certain parameters have to be guessed based on heuristics. Those guesses can turn out
wrong and necessitate backtracking to a certain choice point.
(b) For each of the components, there is a large number of possible constructional variants
and graduations in the component’s geometry to choose from. These variants in fact constitute choice points in the design process. For example, changing the mounting position
of the cylinder usually requires a different choice of the remaining components, due to the
changed physical behavior of the cylinder.
Since hydraulic components are identified by their technical parameters, (e. g. a hydraulic
cylinder is identified by its piston diameter, piston rod diameter, maximum stroke, etc.)
the design task consists of determining the parameter sets of the components necessary
to build the drive in a way that all of the given requirements are fulfilled. Stated another
way, the parameter model of the drive yields an abstract description of a solution to this
parametric design problem. Thus, the goal is to select and synthesize a parameter model of
the drive from the model fragments which is coherent with all of its parts as well as with
the customer’s requirements.
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Figure 3: Circuit schematic of a hydraulic drive.

For each of a component’s different operational modes there is a set of behavior constraints
(i. e. a model fragment) stored in the system’s knowledge base, along with qualifying constraints describing when which model fragment is to be activated. In conjunction with the
constraints imposed to the overall device, the design task poses a hybrid CSP, which is
solved by a hybrid constraint processing approach.
2.1

Hybrid Constraint Processing

In hybrid constraint processing within the model synthesis cycle five steps can be distinguished in the parametric design of hydraulic drives:
(1) Component Selection. Based on the parameter set derived so far (from the input requirements, from heuristic rules for otherwise unknown parameters), decide which
component (e. g. cylinder or valve) is to be modified.
(2) Choice Point Selection. Several parameters constitute choice points in the configuration process, for example, the mounting position of the cylinder. Choice point selection means selecting a parameter value which leads to a qualitatively different model
of the drive. Choice point selection can take either of the following two forms:
a) Geometry Selection. Select a value for a geometry parameter of the chosen component, e. g. the piston rod diameter for a cylinder. This in effect replaces that component in the model. However, as long as a different component geometry does not
entail a qualitative change in its behavior, the current model remains the same. Component geometry selection means constraint value selection and is tried first in the
model synthesis process.
b) Mode Selection. Behavior modes are choice points. Mode selection means to choose
a definite mode for this component, by selecting a value for some parameter, such as
the mounting position of the cylinder. Since different modes define different component behaviors, changing a parameter means changing the model fragment set in
the synthesized model. So, mode selection means constraint set selection.
(3) Synthesis. Identify the active model selection constraints. Synthesize the local behavior models into a global model according to the given situation.
(4) Simulation. Simulate the synthesized behavior model by evaluating the behavior con-
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straints. Simulation is performed in two ways: The first is to do a local propagation.
The second comes into play when local propagation does not work. In that case, the
underlying equation system is solved directly by algebraic procedures.
(5) Verification and Modification. If the synthesized model proves to be inconsistent or
does not meet the demands, trace back to a choice point (see Step 2).
2.2

Realization

The system that supports hydraulic drive configuration is composed of two parts: the actual
configuration engine, which runs in the background, and a user interface in the form of a
standardized spreadsheet environment (Fig. 4). There are spreadsheets corresponding to the
customer’s requirement sheet and to the desired components’ technical parameters.

Figure 4: User interface of the hydraulic drive configuration tool showing the customer’s requirement

sheet. In an interactive dialog, the system receives (interval) values for the required drive parameters
and produces intervals for the unknown parameters. On request, the explanation facility displays for
a derived value the grounding inputs as well as the inference chain in terms of involved constraints.

The configuration process begins with the input of the customer’s requirements to the hydraulic drive, for example, parameters concerning the drive’s operation profile, force profile
and performance demands. The system accepts as input parameters both exact values and
intervals. This way, the system can handle inputs which are partially incomplete or only
vaguely given by the customer. As a result, the system produces values for the unknown
technical parameters of the hydraulic drive and its components.
The design task is a successive process of model synthesis and model modification: Whenever the engineer changes the value for a parameter, the configuration engine is invoked
and the effects of this change on the other parameters are displayed instantly. The effects
can be examined by the engineer and provide essential information as how to proceed.
The configuration engine realizes the above mentioned hybrid constraint processing approach by applying both interval propagation methods based on interval arithmetic on realvalued variable domains and numerical methods for solving systems of equations [12,5,8].
When developing the system, an important issue has been explainability of the results. For
every derived value, the system can identify the underlying input parameters or display
the inference chain that led to the derived value. This is achieved by combining constraint
processing with a so-called truth maintenance system (TMS), which keeps track of the
inference chains by bookkeeping the dependencies during propagation [7,4].
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3 Case Study 2: Analysis of Hydraulic Systems
Loosely speaking, hydraulic systems analysis takes a circuit diagram as input and produces
a behavior description of the entire circuit. Figure 5 illustrates this task.

⇒

Figure 5: A small hydraulic system before (left hand side) and during simulation (right hand side).

Typically, the approach to large-scale circuit analysis is switching logic simulation and
stationary simulation relying on nonlinear component models. The term “stationary” relates
to the pressure, p, and, equivalently, to the flow, Q, and the first derivative of the piston
position, ẋ.
Stationary simulation means to identify those points of the system in which all derivatives
are equal to zero, the so-called steady-state points. Until a steady-state point is reached,
the components of the system may incur several changes in their operational modes.
These changes are triggered when ṗ 6= 0 or Q̇ 6= 0 and physical thresholds of particular components are passed. Examples of such thresholds are the switching pressure of
relief valves (mode open or closed), the piloting pressure at way valves (mode left,
zero, or right), or the flow velocity within throttle valves (mode laminar_flow or
turbulent_flow).
Hence, to directly compute the desired stationary behavior of a fluidic circuit, assumptions
that reason about the components’ behavior modes must be made. 2

Example. Given is a circuit as drawn in Figure 6, consisting of three cylinders with different loads, three pressure relief valves, rv_1, rv_2, and rv_3, and the necessary supply
elements. The task is to determine (a) which of the cylinders will extend if the pump is
switched on, and (b) the pressure px , at the bottom of the rightmost cylinder. The geometries, resistances, and pressure thresholds are given. The Figure shows the first steady-state
point of the circuit after the pump has been switched on: Among others, the rightmost
cylinder extends, and all relief valves are closed.
Figure 7 takes a closer look on what has happened until the first steady-state point is reached
(at time t6 ). In fact, while the relief valve rv_1 remains closed when the pump is switched
on, the relief valves rv_2 and rv_3 open and close, resulting in pressure drops as well
2

Of course all steady-state points can be found by tracing the derivatives of the state variables. Note, however,
that there are crucial points bound up with the necessary dynamic simulation: efficiency requirements, tradeoffs between correct behavior and model precision, or transparency issues of the analysis.
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p x = 53.88

Figure 6: Circuit with three coupled cylinders. The schematic indicates the first steady-state point
after the pump is switched on.

as stalled pressures between the middle cylinder and rv_2 and the left cylinder and rv_3
respectively. In all, five operational mode changes may be passed until the first stationary
time interval is entered, presumed a more detailed dynamic simulation.
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Figure 7: A look at the dynamical development of px .

Figure 8 shows the operational mode space of the three relief valves from the example.
Here, mrva and mrvb stand for the behavior models of a closed and open relief valve respectively; e. g. the set {mrv1a , mrv2a , mrv3a } indicates that all valves are closed, which
corresponds to the correct mode assignment for the first steady-state point at t6 in the example. There exist 8 operational mode combinations relating to the relief valves.
Mode of rv_1
open

closed

Mode of rv_2
open

open

...

open

...

closed

closed

Mode of rv_3
...

mrv1b,mrv2b ,mrv3a

...
...

open

closed

mrv1a,mrv2a ,mrv3a

Figure 8: Mode space of the three relief valves.

Also the cylinders provide for two distinct modes—(a) an equilibrium state, mcyla , where
the balance of forces holds between the pressure, ∆p·A, the load, F , and the piston velocity,
k · ẋ, and (b) a stop mode, mcylb , where the piston touches one side of the cylinder.
At time t6 in the example, the extending cylinder is in mode mcylb while the others are
in mode mcyla . Hence, the set {mrv1a , mrv2a , mrv3a , mcyl1b , mcyl2a , mcyl3a } completely
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defines the model in the first steady-state point. The total mode space of the circuit contains
26 = 64 elements.
The next subsection shows how the synthesis of completed and coherent model is tackled.
3.1

Hybrid Constraint Processing

The previous example has shown that even though a circuit diagram S has a correct and
definite physical interpretation, not all physical quantities can be derived in an ad-hoc manner: Most components of S are not defined by a single model but a set of model fragments,
from which the relevant one must be selected. This problem, called model synthesis here,
consists of all steps that are necessary to set up a global behavior model which is both
correct in a physical sense and locally unique (cf. [15]). 3
Stated precisely, for each component o in S let Mo = {mo1 , mo2 , . . . , mok } be comprised
of the k model fragments of o. If a component o has a locally unique model, say, a pipe for
instance, |Mo | = 1. Let M S be the Cartesian product of the sets Mo , o ∈ S. M S comprises
models of the circuit S that can be synthesized at all, and thus, M S defines the total synthesis
search space.
As described at the outset, meta constraints, the so-called qualifying constraints, are used to
reason about the operational modes and the respective model fragments moi of a component
o. Example:
IF x is of type relief_valve
AND x is in state open
THEN mrva := {QA = QB , . . .} is valid
The IF-clause constitutes a qualifying constraint or model fragment qualifier, mrva is one
of the model fragments of the relief valve, and “QA = QB ” is a single constraint of the
model fragment mrva . A qualifying constraint is called active if its conditions are fulfilled.
Given the concept of qualifying constraints, the search for a coherent model can be realized
as a cycle of the following five steps:
(1) Component Selection. Select a component that possesses several operational modes,
that is to say, model fragments.
(2) Mode Selection. Choose some mode for this component.
(3) Model Synthesis. Identify and evaluate active model qualifying constraints and synthesize the model fragments to a global model MS . 4
(4) Simulation. Simulate the synthesized model MS by processing its behavior constraints.
(5) Verification and Modification. In case of physical inconsistencies, trace back to a
choice point, formulate additional synthesis restrictions in the form of nogoods (see
3

There is particular research in connection with model composition problems (cf. [10], [6], [9]). Note that the
mentioned as well as related work focuses on the construction or selection of adequate models with respect to
different tasks (simulation, diagnosis) or different levels of granularity. This is not the case here: Although both
the task and the level of granularity are given, there is a synthesis problem, which results from the indeterminacy
of local behavior descriptions.
4
This type of inference is sometimes called “constraint inference”, as opposed to a “value inference” process
that is performed during simulation, [2].
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Subsection 3.2), and set up a new MS .
Figure 9 illustrates the search process graphically: The circuit S defines M S , from which a
subset is selected (= MS ), simulated (⇒ BS , the behavior of S under MS ), and compared
to B Hyd , which stands for the universal behavior laws of hydraulics.
S
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Model modification
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... M|S|
Model selection,
Model synthesis
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Figure 9: Exploring the synthesis search space M S

The search comes to an end if either a coherent global behavior model is found or if no
further choice point exists. Note that different components constrain the model synthesis
process in a different manner. Hence, the order by which undetermined components are
processed plays a crucial role.
3.2

Realization

The outlined approach has been realized within the drawing and simulation environment
FluidSIM. 5 FluidSIM operationalizes the philosophy of a graphic problem specification.
While the circuit diagram of a system is drawn, a knowledge base containing the topological and the physical connections is created. I. e., the model synthesis process as well
as complex physical dependencies are made transparent: Nearly all information obligatory
for the analysis is derived from the technical drawing. Figure 10 depicts a snapshot when
working in FluidSIM’s simulation mode.
During simulation also the user is allowed to trigger events by operating components like
switches or valves. The related models are updated immediately in the background, thus
providing the feeling of interacting with a running system.
A strength of FluidSIM comes with its powerful concepts to efficiently solve the model
synthesis problem. Aside from the deployment of domain knowledge, there are two mechanism to automatically create synthesis restrictions that cut down the search space: (a) a
topological circuit analysis, (b) a dependency recording which is based on the operational
mode assumptions.
E. g., in the circuit of Figure 6 all variable assignments containing the subsets
5

FluidSIM originates from a DFG research project where the institute MSRT , University of Duisburg and the
working group Knowledge-based Systems, University of Paderborn were involved. The FluidSIM system in its
actual form has been developed by D. Curatolo, M. Hoffmann, and B. Stein.
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Figure 10: The snapshot shows a simulation run and the cylinders’ related distance/time diagrams.

{mrv na , mcyl nb } or {mrv nb , mcyl na }, n ∈ {2, 3}, can be discarded at the outset: Cylinder 2 (3) can only extend if rv_2 (rv_3) is open. Variable assignments that define physically contradictory mode combinations are called nogoods. 6
Constraint processing in FluidSIM encloses standard numerical procedures as well as inference methods for value propagation or rule processing. In this text we will not engage
into constraint processing details; additional information may be found in [1,15] and [14].

4 Discussion
We have presented case studies of two different applications in the hydraulic domain. The
associated CSPs could be solved by a uniform hybrid constraint processing procedure,
which shows its usability and practicability.
The presented constraint processing procedure is coined by an engineering view to technical domains: A portion of the constraints is viewed as model synthesizing constraints, the
rest is interpreted as a set of behavior constraints.
To estimate the benefits of this approach consider the alternative: Each of the two problems
is modeled into a CSP on a flat and undifferentiated set of algebraic constraints, which then
is solved by a generic procedure. However, this often results in a cumbersome and relatively
inefficient solution mechanism and is bound up with the following disadvantages.
• Algebraic methods poorly handle constraint alternatives ⇒ dynamically retracting or
adding of model fragments as a consequence of Step 2b of the hybrid constraint processing is impossible.
• Case Study 1.
(1) No interactive configuration ⇒ no direct user feedback, user is confronted with skillfully selecting a correct subset of input parameters.
6

There still exist further nogoods, such as {mrv nb , mrv3a }, n ∈ {2, 3}: rv_2 or rv_3 can be open only if
rv_1 is open as well.
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(2) No local cause-effect chains ⇒ no explanation facility.
(3) Systems of nonlinear equations and inequations must be handled ⇒ ambiguous solutions, poor convergence, additional conditions for physical quantities cannot be easily
incorporated.
• Case Study 2.
(1) The physical knowledge w. r. t. a backtracking is not exploited.
(2) Topological knowledge for the generation of nogood gets lost.
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